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engagement fought between King Baldwin II of Jerusalem and the
Muslim commander Bursuqi near Ezaz in 1125, the renowned historian of the Latin
East, William of Tyre, reflected on the nature of warfare between Christians and

Describing,

an

Muslims:
Sword clashed against sword with equal ardour, causing terrible carnage and death in many
a form. For in conflicts of this nature, resentment and sacrilege and scom of laws always
acts as an incentive to bitter hate and enmity. War is waged differently and less vigorously
between men who hold the same law and faith than it is between those of diverse opinions
and conflicting traditions. For even if no other cause for hatred exists, the fact that the
combatants do not share the same articles of faith is sufficient reason for constant quarrelling
and enmity.1

Few observations could be more pertinent to a discussion of the nature of conduct in
trans-cultural warfare. But was Archbishop William right? Was warfare between those
of opposing faiths necessarily more vicious than that fought between co-religionists?
The judgement of so perceptive an observer, who is among our principal witnesses for
the conduct in warfare in the crusader states up to 1184, should not be dismissed
A strong case, moreover, could be made for suggesting that warfare between

lightly.2
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contemporaries within their homelands, such

as

between the
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